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ABSTRACT
A laboratory instrument is described which is capable of precise measurements of refraction, transmission, polarization,

and reflection from 1700 to 1 1,000 A. The instrument consists of eight modular units that can be bolted together in various
serial arrangements as required for the particular test. A gonimeter specimen chamber and specimen carriage of unusual
design are described. The specimen chamber utilizes a transit dial and is readable to 20".

1. Introduction

HE nature of the measurements to be made with the
— balloon-borne telescope of Project Polariscope1 de

mands a versatile type of laboratory test instrument which
is not commercially available. It is necessary to measure
the transmission, polarization, and depolarization proper
ties of filters, mirrors, and new materials in the ultraviolet.
In addition, the instrumental polarization and total re
sponse of the Polariscope system have to be determined.

The instrument described here is capable of refraction,
transmission, polarization, and reflection measurements
from 1700 to 11 000 A. The spectral response of detectors
below 3200 A can be determined.

2. Description of the Optical System

The light source (Fig. 1) used below 3400 A is a deuter
ium concentrated-arc lamp, with a fused silica window,
giving a continuous spectrum output (Sylvania DE-350).
A mercury-vapor lamp is used as a line source for refrac
tion studies (Ultra-Violet Products 11-SC-1A).

Monochromatization of the light beam is achieved by
a 600 lines/mm reflection grating, blazed at 2500 A, and

overcoated for use below 2000 A. The monochromator
(Diffraction Products, Inc.) has a focal length of 250 mm
and is normally used with the slits set for a 9 A bandwidth.

Collimation of the //4 exit beam of the monochromator
is done with a 60 mm focal length plano-convex lei
of Suprasil (Englchard Industries, Inc.). An adjustable iris
follows the lens. The lens is moved along its optical axis,
without rotation, for focusing (Fig. 2).

A second such lens module is used as a telescope in front
of the detector. The focal plane aperture for this lens is
circular, with a diameter of 0.165 mm. The Suprasil lenses
will be replaced by lithium fluoride lenses to extend the
range in the uv to the limit set by the window on the
source.

The modules described below are constructed of 4X8
cm aluminum channel welded together to form rigid boxes.
These boxes are provided with 10 cm square flanges on
their ends so that they can be bolted together. The flanges
are machined parallel and lapped, and can be provided
with pins for exact mating with flanges of successive units.

A thin filter-slide follows the collimator. Filters can be
inserted into the beam at this point if desired.

Following the filter-slide a reference detector or a polariz-

Fig. 1. General view of instrument. (A) Hydro
gen lamp, (B) grating monochromator, (C) col
limator, (D) filter and dark slides, (E) reference
detector, (F) specimen chamber, (G) specimen
carriage, (H) telescope, (I) photomultiplier
housing, (J) ADP polarizer.
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